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The Two Train Rides 

By Adrian Avalos 

 Esperanza rode on two train rides that were similar.  First of all, they were 

both train rides.  She rode on the trains with her friend Miguel.  Lastly, there were 

many people who were also aboard the trains.  The trains were similar but also 

different. 

           The train rides were also vey different in comparison.  First of all,  

the second train ride was very filthy and filled with many peasants; the peasant girl 

was as poor as a slave. However, the first train ride was very fancy and rich.  On 

the first train ride, Esperanza wore a beautiful, blue dress, and Miguel had slick 

hair and wore a black bow tie.  Whereas on the second train ride, Esperanza wore 

an ugly, peasant, yellow dress.  Last of all, instead of being served food as 

happened on the first ride, Esperanza was approached by a peasant girl who tried to 

take Esperanza’s doll on the second ride. The second train ride took years to end. 

The first ride was very fun and fast. These train rides were teaching Esperanza the 

differences in life like how beautiful life is if you are rich or how hard life is if you 

are poor.  It is a great comparison between the powerful rich and the weak, dirty 

poor. 



The Rich is the New Poor 

By Drew Brysch 

  Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that were very similar. They went to the  

same train station. Esperanza was not comfortable on the rides home. Esperanza was wearing a  

dress on each ride. Both rides were crowded with lots of people. The trains rides were both very 

similar but also very different.   

 The train rides were very different in certain ways. One ride was fancy, and the  

second ride had a lot of peasants. It smelled so bad the train was like a garbage truck. It was the 

worst ride of their lives. On the first train ride, they both sat down on fancy leather seats. In the 

second ride the seats were wooden. On the first ride, they ate in the dining car, the tables had 

fancy linens and were set with silver and crystal. On the second ride, they weren't allowed in the 

dining car. On the first ride waiters served them lunch, and the people were wearing fancy hats 

and clothes. People on the second ride smelled and were wearing ripped clothes. After lunch on 

the first ride a woman was selling mangoes on a stick, they were as fresh as a daisy and were 

perfectly pealed. On the second ride a woman sold eggs to buy food for her family. Both rides 

were extremely different because it shows how different the poor and the rich are. 



The Two Train Rides 

By Natalie DeGerolami 

 The two train rides taken by Esperanza and Miguel have many similarities. First, they 

both are in trains, which were as old as as the hills. Another similarity is that Miguel and 

Esperanza both went on the two train rides. Finally, Miguel and Esperanza both sat down. These 

two train rides were similar, but were also very different too!  

 The two trains rides have a lot of differences in this story. The first train ride was very 

fancy, but the second train ride was dirty and had a lot of trash on the floor. Another difference is 

Esperanza was five, and Miguel was eight years old in the first train ride, but in the second train 

ride Esperanza is thirteen, and Miguel is sixteen. Finally, on the fist train ride, Esperanza wore a 

blue dress that was as blue as the sky; in the second train ride she wore a yellow, tattered dress. 

The two train rides are similar, but are different too!



The Poor is the New Rich 

By Blaise Garcia 

 In the beginning, Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides together that were very 

similar. First, they both sat down on the rides. Secondly, they both were passengers on trains. 

Lastly, both Miguel and Esperanza traveled together. The two train rides were similar because 

they were both trains, but they were also different.   

 There are many differences between the two train rides. The first train ride was fancy 

with rich people, and the second train ride was dirty with peasants. Another difference is when 

the first train ride happened, Miguel was 8 years old, and Esperanza was 5 years old. On the 

second train ride Miguel was 16, and Esperanza was 13 years old. One more difference is on the 

first train ride Esperanza was wearing a beautiful blue dress that was as blue as the sky, and 

Miguel had fancy clothes and a bow tie. In the second train ride Esperanza was wearing a 

tattered, ugly dress, and Miguel was in his work uniform. The first train ride was fancy, and the 

second was dirty. The second train took a century, whereas the first train ride was fun and quick. 

Both rides had similarities and differences.



The Different Sides of the River 

By Kaelyn Garcia  

 Esperanza and Miguel went on two train rides that had many similarities. First was that 

they were both on trains. Second was that Miguel and Esperanza were both there. Third was that 

they sat down on the train ride. The two train rides were very similar but were very different.  

 The two train rides were very different.The first train ride was fancy, but the second train 

ride was dirty. On the first train ride Esperanza was five and Miguel was eight. On the second 

train ride Esperanza was thirteen and Miguel was sixteen. On first train ride they sat on leather 

seats that were as soft as pillows. On the second one they sat on hard wooden benches that were 

as hard as rocks, and they looked like church pews. The two train rides were very different but 

also very similar. 



The Poor is the New Rich 

By Tomas Garza 

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two were similar. Both trains were on wheels. Both 

Miguel and Esperanza had a place to sit. Both trains traveled to Zacatecas and had people in 

them. Esperanza was wearing and dress on both of the trains. They are similar, but also they 

different.  

 The train rides had many differences. The two trains were different because the first one 

was a lot fancier and luxurious, and the second one was like a garbage dump. On the first train, 

Esperanza wore a dress that was as blue as the sky, and on the second dress she wore a frail 

yellow dress. On the first train they had sweet, fresh mangoes that were shaped liked exotic 

flowers, and on the second train they had no food at all. There were many difference but also 

they were similar.



The Two Train Rides 

By Maximo Gomez 

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that are similar. In the first train 

and second ride, both Miguel and Esperanza were on both trains. On the first and second, 

both sat down. Another similarity was that there were people on the train. These train 

rides were both similar but also different . 

 There were many differences in the two train rides. Miguel and Esperanza went 

on the first train ride. Esperanza’s dress was as clear as the sky in the first ride and on the 

second ride the dress was as dirty as a trash can. On the first one Miguel and Esperanza 

were dressed very neatly, on the second train ride they were both dressed in worker 

cloths. Another difference was that on the first train ride the train was really fancy and 

that there were servants that served exotic mangos; and on the second train ride it 

smelled like urine and rotten fruit, and it was very dirty. On the first train ride there were 

silver and crystal silverware and there were clear white linen cloths, and on the second 

train ride the train was filled with peasants and very dirty, untrustworthy people. These 

train rides were both very similar but also different. 



The Difference Between the Rich and the Poor 

By Alvaro Gonzalez 

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that had a lot of similarities. First, they 

both were on a train ride, they all could sit down. In both rides Miguel and Esperanza were in the 

train ride. There were many similarities but also differences. 

	 There were many differences between both train rides. On the first ride they had fancy 

letter seats, and in the other one they had wooden benches. On the first train ride Papa bought 

Miguel and Esperanza some mangos, and then on the second one they didn't even have food. On 

the first ride Esperanza's mom wouldn't have told a random peasant woman what happens to her, 

but now they are peasants too, and she shares everything. The second train ride was as dirty as a 

trash can, and the first one was as clean as the White House. On the first ride Esperanza was 

feeling better than everyone, and on the second she was irritable and wanted to get out of the 

train. The first train ride had nice silverware and almost no one talked to each other, but in the 

second one everyone was talking to each other with no food. At the end there were many 

differences and many similarities on both train rides.



Rich vs. Poor 

By Sam Greco 

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that had many similarities. Both Esperanza 

and Miguel were in the train. Both had a place to sit. Both had many people in the train. Both 

had many similarities and differences. 

The two train rides also had many differences. The first train ride was nice and clean and  

nobody talked to one another; the second train ride was dirty and smelled nasty and gross, and  

everybody talked to each other. The second train was as smelly as my football pads after  

practice, the chairs were as hard as rock, and the train was as dirty as the garbage truck. The first 

one had beautiful leather seats, and it smelled like delicious fruit. These are the similarities  

and differences between the first train ride and the second train ride. 



The Rich is the New Poor  

By Julian Karreman  

      Both train rides in Esperanza Rising had some similarities. Miguel was with Esperanza 

on the first train ride as well as the second. They left from the Zacatecas train station both times. 

Esperanza remembered the same train noises. Many things were the same, however, there were 

many differences, too. 

  The two train rides had many differences. On the first train ride, Esperanza was happy. 

On the second train ride, Esperanza became annoyed with Miguel at times. The first train ride 

was nice, but the second train ride was like a garbage truck. The first time they rode in first class, 

whereas in the second trip they rode in second class. The first ride was short, but the second ride 

lasted a century. Esperanza had fancy clothes on the first train; however, the second time she 

wore a used dress that she didn't like. Esperanza's life had changed a lot between both train rides.



The Poor is The Rich 

By Prince Madrigal 

 The first and the second train ride in Esperanza Rising were the same. The first and the 

second both have trains in the story. The first and second train had people on the train ride. They 

also both have have Miguel and Esperanza on the train rides. The train rides were similar, but 

they were also different. 

 When they got older the train ride was different. The first train ride was fancy, but the 

second was as dirty as a garbage truck. The second train ride didn't have food, but the first one 

did. Esperanza on the first ride was wearing a dress blue as the sky, but on the second ride she 

was wearing a dirty, old, yellow dress. That's the difference between the rich and the poor.



Two Sides of the River 

By Isaias Martinez 

  Miguel and Esperanza went two train rides that were very similar. Esperanza and  

Miguel were on both train rides. Both got on the trains at the Zacatecas train station. There  

were two trains, but everything as not same.  

The two train rides had many differences. On the first train ride, everything was very nice 

and very fancy.  On the second train ride, everyone was poor. On the first train ride, Esperanza 

was five years old, and Miguel was eight years old. On the second train ride, Esperanza was 

thirteen years old, and Miguel was sixteen years old. On the first ride Esperanza had a blue fancy 

dress, and Miguel had his hair slicked back with a black suit with a bow tie, and there were 

leather seats with waiters. An old lady was selling mangos that were shaped as exotic flowers. 

On the second ride, there were not fancy seats like the first ride, there were wooden seats on the 

poor train, and there were peasants all over. The second one was like garbage truck. It was 

probably the worst train ride ever for Esperanza. Both train rides are different but the same.  

 



 The Poor is the New Rich 

By David Medina 

 Esperanza went on two train rides that had similarities. Both trains took one day. Both 

trains had seats on them. Both train rides went to Zacatecas. Esperanza wore a dress on both train 

rides. They had similarities but also many differences.  

 These two train rides were different. On the first train ride Esperanza was five years old 

and Miguel was eight years old, but on the second train ride Esperanza was 13 years old and 

Miguel was 16 years old. On the first train ride Esperanza wore a blue dress like the sky, but on 

the second train ride Esperanza wore an old dress. On the first train ride Papa was on the train 

ride, and on the second train Papa wasn't on the train ride. The first train ride the train was really 

fancy with wealthy people, and on the second train ride the train was really dirty with peasants 

on the train, and the wooden benches were rocks; it was the worst train ride of their lives. The 

two train rides were very similar yet had many differences.



The Difference Between the Rich and the Poor 

By Aidan Olguin  

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that were very similar. Similarity one, they 

were both on trains. Two, both Esperanza and Miguel were on the train. Three, Esperanza and 

Miguel were both siting down. They're the same two trains but also different. 

 The two trains rides were different. One, the first train ride was fancy, yet the second one 

was dirty and gross. Two, on the first train ride Esperanza was five and Miguel was eight, yet on 

the second train ride Esperanza was 13 and Miguel was 16. Three, on the first train ride 

Esperanza wore a bright blue dress that was as blue as the sky, but on the second train ride 

Esperanza wore a yellow dress like the pale sun. The two trains are different yet the same.



Two Sides of the River 

By Daniel Pena 

 There were two train rides that were very similar. Both had Miguel and Esperanza. They 

both were sitting down on the train. Finally, they both were on the same train. The rides were 

similar and yet different. 

 Two train rides both had major differences. The first train ride was fancy, yet the second 

one was trashy. On the first train ride, Esperanza was five and Miguel was eight, yet on the 

second Esperanza was 13 and Miguel was 16. On the first, Esperanza and Miguel were spoiled, 

on the second they weren't. The two train rides were very different yet the same.



Two Train Rides 

By Emma Ramon 

            There are a couple of similarities between the two train rides in Esperanza Rising. Miguel 

and Esperanza were both on the same train ride. When they were on the train ride they were 

sitting down. It was a trip to Zacatecas on both of the train rides. They were similar but had a lot 

of differences. 

             There were a lot of differences on the two train rides. On the first train ride people were 

fancy, but on the second train ride Esperanza and Mama were surrounded by peasants. On the 

first train ride Esperanza wore a beautiful dress that was as blue as the sky, and on the second 

one she wore an awful, yellow-colored dress that looked like vomit. The first train ride had 

lovely leather seats, but the second one had benches that looked like church pews. When 

Esperanza and Miguel went on the first train ride Esperanza was five and Miguel was eight, and 

that was because Miguel earned it by saving Esperanza's life; but in the second train ride 

Esperanza was 13 and Miguel was 15,  and they were on the train ride to escape from Mexico to 

California. Therefore, the two train rides had many similarities and differences.



The Ride 

By Arturo Reyes Nuño  

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that had many similarities. Both rides were 

on trains. Both train rides started in Zacatecas. Esperanza and Miguel were in both train rides. 

They were sitting down for both train rides. Both train rides had many similarities but also 

differences. 

 The two train rides had many differences. On the first train ride there were rich people, 

and on the second there were peasants. The first train ride was as quiet as the dead, but the 

second train ride was a lion roaring. In the first train ride there were waiters, and in the second 

train ride there were barefoot children. The two train rides had a lot of differences but also 

similarities. 



Two Sides of the River 

By Kameryn Valerio 

 Miguel and Esperanza went on two train rides that had many similarities. First, they both 

traveled on trains together. Second, they were sitting down and looking out of the window seeing  

all the people who were not on the train. Lastly, Esperanza had a dress on both train rides. There 

aren't many similarities, but there were a lot more differences between the train rides. 

 There were many differences on the two train rides. Some differences would include that 

on the first train ride it was clean and fancy and smelled clean, but on the second it was dirty as 

an animal pen. On the first one Esperanza wore a dress blue as a sky, and on the second she wore 

a dirty, yellow dress. On the first train ride it had a peaceful noise, then on the second it had a  

monotonous, loud noise that made Esperanza irritable. One last difference is it was fun and 

exciting for Miguel and Esperanza to finally go on a train the first train because they had never 

been on one, but the second time they did not want to be on the train at all. There are many 

differences, but there are also similarities on both of the train rides. 



The Two Train Rides 

By Eugenio Villagomez 

 This paragraph is about Miguel and Esperanza's train rides that are similar. 

 Miguel and Esperanza were both on trains. Both Miguel and Esperanza are passengers in both 

the train rides. They both had somewhere to sit for Miguel and Esperanza. Both train rides were 

similar, but also different. 

 Miguel and Esperanza's train rides had many differences. Miguel and Esperanza's first 

train ride was fancy, but their second train ride had wooden benches and it felt like sitting on 

stone. On the first train ride Miguel was eight and Esperanza was five, yet on their second train 

ride Miguel is 18 years old and Esperanza is fifteen years old. The second ride had wooden 

benches for Miguel and Esperanza to sit on. The first one was as luxurious as the president’s 

house. On the second train ride they brought their own food. On the first train ride they brought 

food to the passengers. The train rides were similar but also really different. 


